Introduction
Let F be a number field with ring of integers O F . Fix a prime , and let R = O F [1/ ]. In [3] , W. Dwyer and the author computed the topological K-theory of the algebraic K-theory spectrum KR: Theorem 1.1 Assume that either is odd or that √ −1 ∈ F . Then
HereK is the -completed periodic complex K-theory spectrum, Λ is the ring of operations [K,K] , and Λ F is the Iwasawa algebra associated to the -adic cyclotomic extension F ∞ obtained by adjoining all -power roots of unity. The action of Λ F on these roots of unity gives an embedding Λ F ⊂ Λ . The Λ F -module M ∞ is the "basic Iwasawa module". It can be defined as theétale homology group H 1 (R ∞ ; Z ), where R ∞ is the integral closure of R in F ∞ .
With the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1, a theorem of Iwasawa implies that M ∞ has projective dimension at most one as Λ F -module. Combining this fact with the theorem above led to an explicit description of the Bousfield localization LKKR as the fibre of a certain map between wedges of suspensions ofK, and to a complete calculation of the mod homology of the zero-th space Ω ∞ LKKR. If the Lichtenbaum-Quillen conjectures hold, these results translate immediately to theorems about KR itself.
Since various forms of the 2-primary Lichtenbaum-Quillen conjectures have recently been proved by Rognes and Weibel [8] [9], we digress to explain this point. In their weakest form, the 2-primary Lichtenbaum-Quillen conjectures for KR assert that there is a descent spectral sequence with E 2 -term H ṕ et (R; Z 2 (m)) converging to π * KR for * > 0. The strong form, conjectured by Dwyer and Friedlander, asserts that the natural map toétale K-theory KR ∧ −→Ké t R ∧ induces a weak equivalence on 0-connected covers. An equivalent formulation cdé t R = 2 if odd or F pure imaginary ∞ otherwise Second, let Ω denote either of the rings Λ or Λ F . Then Ω is isomorphic to a group ring
, where G is a finite cyclic group. When is odd, G has order prime to and so Ω has global dimension 2. When = 2, G has order 1 or 2 in the pure imaginary case and order 2 in the real case. Hence in the real case Ω always has infinite global dimension. On the number-theoretic side, this makes the Iwasawa theory much harder; in particular, Z 2 and M ∞ have infinite projective dimension as Λ F -modules. On the topological side, it makes K-local homotopy theory much harder.
These remarks notwithstanding, it has long been known to number-theorists that the infinite cohomological dimension of R at 2 is not such a serious problem, because of the following special case of a theorem of Tate: Theorem 1.2 Let A be a 2-torsion sheaf on (Spec R)é t , and let denote the map induced by the r 1 real embedings of F. Then ν * is an isomorphism for p ≥ 3.
In other words, the higher cohomology of R all comes from R, and the latter is of course well understood. This suggests working on a site that is in some sense the "cofibre" of the site morphism r 1 (Spec R)é t −→(Spec R)é t . Such a site was introduced by T. Zink in [14] . Rougly speaking, the idea is to simply adjoin the r 1 real places of F to Y ≡ Spec R. This yields a new "scheme" Y , equipped with a suitableétale topology. More precisely, the objects of the site are pairs (U, S) with Uétale over Y and S a set of real points of U. The morphisms are the obvious ones, and the covering families are the surjective familes (surjective in both variables).
One of the key properties of the Zink site is that Y has cohomological dimension at most 3 for 2-torsion sheaves; this fact turns out to be equivalent to Tate's theorem. where the Adams operation ψ −1 acts trivially on Λ r 1 .
We remark thatK 0 KR ∼ = Λ, but the Λ r 1 occuring in the theorem occurs as a proper submodule of ⊕ r 1K 0 KR.
Now there is a homotopy fibre sequence
where bo is connective real topological K-theory, and j # is the presheaf direct image functor. The middle term is not the same as H · (Y ; K) ∧ , but it has the same 0-connected cover. Using the fact thatK * is invariant under passage to connective covers, we recover the exact 2-primary analogue of Theorem 1.1-but only for the hypercohomology, as discussed above: 
is uniquely determined byK 0 δ, which in turn has a purely algebraic description depending only on the Iwasawa module M ∞ . The ultimate result of this discussion can be stated informally as follows (See section 4 for a more precise statement):
? θ in which the row and column are fibre sequences. The spectra X and H ·é t (Y ; K) ∧ have weakly equivalent 0-connected covers.
Organization of the paper:
In Section 2 we analyze the descent spectral sequence and compute π * H · (Y ; K) ∧ . The calculations are essentially the same as those of [8] , although we are working in a different context and proceed somewhat differently. Since the computation depends on a comparison with the descent spectral sequence for real topological K-theory, we begin with a review of the latter. We also consider the algebraic K-theory of the algebraic real numbers (Theorem 2.4), since this spectrum arises as a stalk on the Zink site.
In section 3 we introduce the Zink site and compute the cohomology groups H * Zink (Y ; j ! Z 2 (m)) that appear in the E 2 -term of the descent spectral sequence for the relative term H · Zink (Y ; K rel ). This relative term is studied and its homotopy groups computed. In section 4 we prove the main theorems, and in Section 5 we discuss an example.
In order to avoid interrupting the exposition, some general results on sites and hypercohomology are appended in Section 6. A second appendix (Section 7) reviews some pertinent facts concerning the narrow Picard group; although this material belongs to classical number theory, it is sufficiently confusing to warrant a brief review here.
Notation,conventions and prerequisites: Unless otherwise mentioned, we work at the prime 2. In particular, (−) ∧ denotes the Bousfield 2-adic completion functor on spectra. The periodic complex K-theory spectrum is denoted K. 
To avoid superfluous notation, we will not distinguish between a group of order two and its unique nontrivial element, usually denoted σ. Thus Γ = Γ × σ, where σ corresponds to the Adams operation ψ −1 and Γ ∼ = Z 2 has topological generator γ corresponding to ψ 5 . In fact γ is topologically generated by ψ −1 and ψ k where k is any integer congruent to ±3 mod 8; topologists usually take k = 3, but for Galois-theoretic reasons we take ψ 5 as our standard generator unless otherwise mentioned.
The group Γ is also canonically isomorphic to Aut µ ∞ (C), where µ ∞ (−) denotes the group of all 2-power roots of unity. Hence if we fix a real embedding of the number field F, and let F ∞ = F (µ ∞ C) denote the 2-adic cyclotomic extension, we have a monomorphism of
Then Γ F has index 2 a F −2 in Γ, and Γ F ⊂ Γ is generated by the elements σ, γ F corresponding to ψ −1 , ψ q ; here q is any integer
wmF . If N is a Λ-module or Λ F -module, it can be regarded as a Λ -or Λ F -module in two ways: with σ acting trivially, in which case we again denote it by N, or with σ acting as −1, in which case we write N − . We use ν to denote either a real embedding of F or R, and also for the corresponding map of schemes. The meaning should be clear from the context.
We assume that the reader is familiar with presheaves of spectra on a Grothendieck site, and Jardine's closed model category structure thereon. For a survey of this topic, see [7] . We write f # , f # for the presheaf direct and inverse image functors associated to a site morphism f . We write f for the presheaf extension-by-zero functor. The adjective pointwise, applied to a property of presheaves, means "objectwise". H * (−; Z 2 (m)) denotes continuous cohomology with coefficients in the inverse system {Z/2 n (m)} = {⊗ m µ 2 n }. Similarly, notations such as j ! Z 2 (m) are to be interpreted as inverse systems {j ! Z/2 n (m)}. In any case, our continuous cohomology groups usually have profinite coefficients, and so are expressible as naive inverse limits.
We write P n X for the (n − 1)-connected cover of a spectrum X.
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2 K-theory hypercohomology spectra for real number rings
Descent for real topological K-theory
Let P top C denote the usual bipermutative category with objects the nonnegative integers and Hom (n, n) = GL top n C. Define P top R in the analogous way. The associated ring spectra are equivalent to bu and bo, respectively [5] , and will be so denoted. Now the group σ acts on P top C , and hence on bu, by complex conjugation. The fixed point spectrum is precisely bo. Hence we have a canonical map η : bo−→H · (σ; bu).
is zero for p ≥ 3, and the descent spectral sequence collapses at E 4 .
b) The map η : bo−→H · (σ; bu) induces an isomorphism on π k for k ≥ 1, and a split monomorphism Z−→Z ⊕ Z/2 for k = 0. c) If k < 0,
This well-known result can be extracted from the work of Atiyah [1] . As it will be useful to know explicitly what the differentials are, we explain this point briefly. The spectrum H · (σ; bu) can be identified with the homotopy fixed-point spectrum M ap σ (S ∞ + , bu), where σ acts on S ∞ by the antipodal action. In particular,
arises from the tower of fibrations of spectra induced by the cotower of cofibrations S 0 ⊂ S 1 ⊂ S 2 ⊂ .... Its E 1 -term is the canonical cobar complex that computes H * (σ; π * bu). Applying the 0-th space functor Ω ∞ to the tower, we obtain the analogous tower of fibrations of spaces associated to the homotopy fixed-point set M ap σ (S ∞ + , BU × Z). In this form, however, the cobar complex occuring in the E 1 -term has been truncated because of the missing negative homotopy groups. The result is a fourth quadrant spectral sequence with E p,−q 2 = 0 for p > q, and with an anomalous "fringe" along the line q = p.
It follows from Corollary 3.8 of [1] that the zero-th space analogue of Theorem 2.1 holds. Using the known structure of π * BO (although perhaps this could be avoided), one can easily deduce the pattern of differentials. First recall that below the fringe we have
while on the fringe itself we have
is nonzero if and only if q − 2p = 0 mod 4. The next lemma refers to the spectral sequence on the 0-th space level. is an epimorphism Z−→Z/2. All other differentials vanish.
In other words, the terms with q − 2p = 4 mod 8 kill the terms with q − 2p = 0 mod 8, except when p ≤ 2. The lemma is easily proved on inspection; note that the existence of the second indicated differential reflects the fact that π k BO−→π k BU is an isomorphism onto 2π k BU when k = 4 mod 8.
These results extend to H · (σ; bu), with the difference that there is no fringe; in particular, the restriction p < q in Lemma 2.2 is unnecessary. More precisely, on any site with terminal object X, a presheaf of ring spectra E is in particular a presheaf of module spectra over E(X). We then obtain a natural E(X)-module structure on H · (X; E) by means of the composite map
In the situation at hand, this construction yields a bo-module spectrum structure on H · (σ; bu). In particular the descent spectral sequence is a spectral sequence of π * bo-modules. If ρ ∈ π 8 bo is a generator, multiplication by ρ gives an isomorphism E p,q r
for all p ≥ 0, q ≤ 0. Hence the pattern of differentials below the fringe is replicated throughout the fourth quadrant, and Theorem 2.1 follows easily.
Descent for real algebraic K-theory, and the real algebraic numbers
The algebraic K-theory spectra KC, KR can be defined using the discrete analogues of the permutative categories P top C , P top R . Hence there are canonical maps of ring spectra KC−→bu, KR−→bo. By a theorem of Suslin [12] , these maps become weak equivalences after -adic completion at an arbitrary prime . In view of Theorem 2.1, we conclude:
∧ induces an isomorphism on π k for k ≥ 1, and a split monomorphism for k = 0.
We note that on π 0 the induced map has the form Z 2 −→Z 2 ⊕Z/2, where the Z/2 summand comes from the Brauer group of R. Now let R alg denote R ∩ Q, the field of algebraic real numbers.
Theorem 2.4
The natural map j : KR alg ∧ −→KR ∧ is a weak equivalence.
Proof: The Bloch-Lichtenbaum spectral sequence with Z/2-coefficients (see [8] ) is convergent, and natural with respect to field extensions. Hence it is enough to show that j induces an isomorphism on E 2 -terms. But with finite coefficients, the E 2 -term of the Bloch-Lichtenbaum spectral sequence can be identified withétale cohomology (this assertion depends on Voevodsky's proof of the Milnor conjecture; again, see [8] for more details and references). Since the inclusion R alg ⊂ R induces an isomorphism onétale cohomology, this proves the theorem.
Corollary 2.5 The augmentation KR
The descent spectral sequence for
The groups H p,m R were studied by Soulé in [10] . We will review this computation here, as our point of view is somewhat different.
For any profinite Λ F -module N, there is a universal coefficient spectral sequence (pointed out to the author by Bill Dwyer)
Here H q (R ∞ ; Z 2 ) is the usualétale homology group defined using theČech theory, but it can also be interpreted as the Galois homology of G(Ω/R ∞ ), where Ω is the maximal 2-extension of F ∞ unramified away from 2. The spectral sequence can be constructed in great generality. Ordinarily, the Ext group occuring would be a continuous Ext group, but as Λ F is noetherian and the groups H q (R ∞ ; Z 2 ) are finitely-generated, here it is just the usual Ext.
In fact H q (R ∞ ; Z 2 ) = 0 for q > 1, and
All of the difficulty is concentrated in H 1 (R ∞ ; Z 2 ), the standard Iwasawa module, which we will also denote by M ∞ . The spectral sequence then reduces to a long exact sequence
, these Ext groups can in turn be studied using the "local-global" spectral sequence
When L = Z 2 , this spectral sequence also reduces to a long exact sequence (since Z 2 has projective dimension one as Λ F -module)
). An easy and standard calculation shows that Ext
wmF , where w m F = a F + ν 2 m and
Lemma 2.6 If m = 0 and p > 0,
The key point of Soulé's argument is that H 2,m R is finite for m > 1; this in turn follows from the fact that K 2m−2 R is finite, together with the Dwyer-Friedlander surjectivity theorems. It then follows from the long exact sequence above that Ext
standard arguments from Iwasawa theory then complete the proof.
Combining these results, we have Soulé's theorem:
if m even c) H 2,m R is finite for m > 1, and there is a short exact sequence
where s is the number of primes over 2 in O F .
We remark that the same method can be applied at an odd prime or when √ −1 ∈ F , and in that case everything is easier because Λ F has global dimension 2. In particular,
In the real case with = 2, we at least have an exact sequence
Analysis of the spectral sequence
Let v 1 , ..., v r 1 denote the distinct real embeddings of R, viewed as morphisms of schemes Spec R−→Spec R. We obtain a map ν :
H · ν induces a map of descent spectral sequence, which on E p,−q 2 with q = 2m takes the form
Proposition 2.9 ν * is an isomorphism for p ≥ 3, and an epimorphism for p = 2.
Proof: For p ≥ 3, this follows from Tate's theorem as stated in the introduction. When p = 2 (this case is also due to Tate), we can assume m is even, since for m odd the target of ν * vanishes. We have a commutative diagram
The lower map factors as
and is surjective by standard class field theory. The reduction map r is surjective because the next term in the long exact sequence is
From this we easily deduce:
Proof: Consider the map of descent spectral sequences induced by ν. All d 3 's in the target that originate at E p,−q 2 with p ≥ 3 must also occur in the source. This forces E p,−q 4 = 0 for p ≥ 6. Similarly, the surjectivity of ν * for p = 2 forces E 5,−q 4 = 0. Since d 4 is automatically zero, there is no room for any further differentials, and the spectral sequence collapses.
In contrast to the picture for R, however, we will see shortly that there can be nonzero elements in homotopy of descent filtration three or four.
We next analyze further the d 3 's which originate at
, and this term contributes to total degree n = q − p.
Note: For the remainder of this section, we set q=2m and n=q-p.
When n = 6 mod 8, there is a surjective d 3 :
= (Z/2) r 1 , as shown in Proposition 2.10. Since no other terms of the spectral sequence contribute to total degreee 6 mod 8, we conclude: Lemma 2.11 For n = 6 mod 8, there is a short exact sequence
Note that by Proposition 2.9, this differential is described more explicitly as the composite
The remaining differential affects total degrees 4 and 5 mod 8. Let n = 5 mod 8, and
Since the corresponding differential for r 1 Spec R is an isomorphism, we can identify this d 3 with ν * :
Let α m denote the rank of the image of this map.
Lemma 2.12 If n = 5 mod 8, there is an exact sequence
Note this shows that for n − 1 = 4 mod 8,
of filtration four; in all other total degrees, D 4 = 0. We need one more fact about the differential d in Lemma 2.12. Recall that for m odd,
Lemma 2.13 The differential d in Lemma 2.12 is nonzero on the torsion subgroup Z/2 of
Proof: For any odd m, the coboundary map H 0 (R; Z/2)−→H 1,m R is an isomorphism. If we replace R by R, we still have an isomorphism onto the torsion subgroup of H 1,m R. It follows that for any real embedding ν : R−→R, ν * : H 1,m R−→H 1,m R is nonzero on the torsion subgroup. If m = 3 mod 4, the lemma now follows by comparison with the spectral sequence for r 1 Spec R. Next, observe that in total degrees n = 3 mod 8, there is a contribution from descent filtration D 3 (whereas for n = 3, 4 mod 8,
= (Z/2) r 1 . In the spectral sequence for r 1 Spec R, these elements are killed by a d 3 originating on the zero-column, while in the spectral sequence for R, the zero-column vanishes below q = 0. This proves the first assertion of the following lemma: Lemma 2.14 If n = 3 mod 8, there is a short exact sequence
Furthermore, this sequence is non-split, so that
The second assertion of the lemma will be proved later; see Proposition 3.13. No differentials or extension problems affect total degrees 0,1,2 and 7 mod 8. Thus:
We collect the preceeding calculations in the following theorem:
Theorem 2.17 The homotopy groups π n H · (R; K) ∧ are given by the following table, where n = 2m − 1 or 2m − 2 as appropriate, α m is the mod 2 rank of H 1,m R−→ ⊕ r 1 H 1,m R, and there are exact sequences where indicated:
The Zink site
Definition and basic properties
Let Φ = (C, T ) be a Grothendieck site equipped with a functor ξ : C−→Sets preserving pullbacks. The main example we have in mind is Φ = Yé t , where Y = Spec R as above and ξ(U ) = Hom (Spec R, U ), the set of real points of U. Following Zink [14] , we associate to this data a new Grothendieck site Φ ξ as follows: The category C ξ has objects the pairs (U, S) with U an object of C and S a subset of
} is a covering family if {U i −→U } is a covering family in T and {S i −→S} is a covering family in Sets. It is easy to check that C ξ has pullbacks and that Φ ξ satisfies the site axioms. Note the following site morphisms: j : Φ−→Φ ξ , with j −1 (U, S) = U ; and k : Φ ξ −→Φ with k −1 U = (U, ∅). Various properties of Φ are inherited by Φ ξ : Proposition 3.1 If T is no finer than the canonical topology (i.e., representable presheaves are sheaves), then the same is true of T ξ . The first two properties are easily checked. We elaborate on the third: Any point of Φ determines a point of Φ ξ in the evident way, using j. These points will be called ordinary points. The stalk of a presheaf F at an ordinary point is just the stalk of j * F at the corresponding point of Φ. Now suppose, for simplicity, that C has terminal object X. Then Φ ξ has terminal object (X, ξ(X)), and each element p ∈ ξ(X) determines a site-theoretic point p: The functor (U, S) → {s ∈ S : s → p} defines a site morphism Sets−→Φ ξ and hence a point (p * , p * ). These points will be called special points. It follows easily that if S is a sufficient set of points for Φ, then S together with the special points constitutes a sufficient set of points for Φ ξ . Note that a neighborhood of a special point p consists of a triple (U, S, s) with s ∈ S and s → p. The triples for which S = {s} form a cofinal family of neighborhoods, and the stalk of a presheaf at p can be computed as a filtered colimit over neighborhoods of this form.
In our main example, Φ = Yé t and ξ is the realpoints functor as above. We write R(U ) for the set of all real points of U, and Y for the terminal object (Y, R(Y )). Intuitively, Y is a sort of "partial compactification" of Y obtained by adjoining the real points as closed points. The ordinary points are the geometric pointsx−→Y −→Y . The special points correspond to real points ν : Spec R−→Y , and will be called real points. Do not confuse the real points of Y with the site morphisms (Spec R)é t −→Yé t . We regard R(Y ) as the coproduct of r 1 copies of the site finite sets, so there is a site morphism i : R(Y )−→Y . The pair of site morphisms If F is a presheaf on Y , its stalk at a real point ν is colim α F(R α ), where R α ranges over all rings of S-integers R α with ν(R) ⊂ R α ⊂ R. In particular, if F is a continuous presheaf defined on a sufficiently large ambient category, then-by definition of continuity-this stalk is isomorphic to F (R alg ).
Cohomology
Let Φ be a site equipped with a functor ξ as in the previous section, and assume that ξ takes values in finite sets. Consider a pullback square in Φ ξ
in which T −→S is onto. Then j and π together form a covering family. Since j is a monomorphism, for any sheaf A there is a Mayer-Vietoris sequence (see the appendix)
Now fix (U, S) and consider all (V, T ) with T −→S bijective. These form a cofiltered category D, and after passing to the colimit over all such (V, T ) we still have a long exact sequence. The term colim D H n ((V, T ); A), however, typically vanishes: Assume that C has finite coproducts, that t∈T (V, {t})−→(V, T ) is a covering family, and that cohomology commutes with finite coproducts. Then if S = {s 1 , ..., s n }, objects of the form (V 1 , t 1 ) ... (V n , t n ) are cofinal in D, and the colimit can be computed over each s i separately. In other words, colim D H n ((V, T ); A) is just the direct sum of the stalks of the presheaf H n (−;
where the subscript s indicates the stalk at s.
In our main example we obtain:
There is a long exact sequence
Corollary 3.6 Y has Zink cohomological dimension at most three for 2-torsion sheaves.
Proof: If A is any sheaf on Y , there is a short exact sequence 0→j ! j * A→A→i * i * A−→0. Since any sheaf in the image of i * has cohomological dimension zero, this reduces the corollary to the case A = j ! B. In that case the corollary follows from Corollary 3.5 combined with Tate's theorem.
Remark:
It is also possible to prove this last corollary directly, thereby obtaining a different proof of Tate's theorem; see [14] .
if m is even, and
if m is odd.
Proof: Note that H 0 (Y ; j ! Z/2) = 0, and therefore H 1 (Y ; j ! Z 2 (m)) is torsion-free. The proposition then follows easily from the long exact sequence of Corollary 3.5.
When m = 1, these groups have a more explicit description. Identify R × /(R × ) 2 with Z/2, and define the sheaf G + m by the short exact sequence
Theorem 3.8 [14]
Here R pos , N P ic R, Br R ∼ = (Q/Z) s−1 are respective the totally positive units, the narrow Picard group, and the reduced Brauer group (see Appendix B). We will not need the higher cohomology groups of G + m . We remark that the short exact sequence above only gives H 1 = N P ic R up to an extension. But if one defines the Zink divisor sheaf ZDiv on Y by 
and there is a natural short exact sequence
Here Hom (Z/2 ∞ , BrR) ∼ = Z 2 s−1 , where s is the number of primes over 2 in O F .
Hypercohomology
The site morphisms
induce a pointwise fibre sequence of presheaves on Y
where K rel is defined as the homotopy fibre of the second map. For any presheaf E we have
ν∈S KR alg , and we will abbreviate i # i # j # K as i # KR alg . After 2-adic completion we can, of course, replace KR alg by KR or even bo; see Theorem 2.4. Now consider the presheaf extension-by-zero j K. Note that j K is not the same as K rel . On the other hand the stalks clearly agree, and hence: Proposition 3.10 The natural map j K−→K rel is a stalkwise weak equivalence.
Corollary 3.11 The descent spectral sequence for H
Since passage to globally fibrant models preserves pointwise fibre sequences, and i # preserves stalkwise weak equivalences and hence globally fibrant models, we obtain a fibre sequence
KR alg
A map of spectra f : A−→B is called an n − cover if π k f is an isomorphism for k ≥ n and a monomorphism for k = n − 1.
Lemma 3.12 The natural map
Proof: The map in question arises from the natural map of presheaves j # K−→j # H ·é t (−; K) (this is an instance of the "generalized descent problem"; see the appendix). We will prove the lemma by verifying the hypotheses of Proposition 6.4. At a geometric point p, the induced map on completed stalks is a weak equivalence by Suslin's theorems, and there is nothing to prove. Suppose now that p is a real point. Then
where as usual α is ranging over all finite extensions of ν(F ) inside R, ν being the real embedding corresponding to the real point p. Now there is also a weak equivalence
arising from the colimit lemma (see [7] , 3.3 and 3.6), which applies here because of Proposition 2.10. Hence the map on completed stalks takes the form
By Corollary 2.5, this map is a 1-cover satisfying the hypotheses of Proposition 6.4. Hence h is a 1-cover, as desired.
The advantage of this lemma is that it allows us to work exclusively on the Zink site. By Proposition 3.7, the descent spectral sequence for
Proposition 3.13
In particular, there is a short exact sequence
We can now settle the extension problem from Theorem 2.17 that was left unresolved. For n = 8k + 3, there is a short exact sequence
2 −→0 We need to show this sequence is nonsplit, so that
Consider the long exact sequence
. Hence π n H · (Y ; K) ∧ is generated by r 1 + r 2 elements, proving the claim.
The main theorems
In this section we prove our main results: Theorem 4.9 and its corollary, Theorem 4.11, and 
We prove Proposition 4.1 using the method of [6] . Recall first that for any spectrum X, K p X is Pontrjagin dual to (K∧N ) p−1 X, where N is the desuspension of the Moore spectrum
Since Y has finite cohomological dimension, there is a spectral sequence
Now the presheaf extension-by-zero functor j commutes with smash products and with homotopy. Furthermore, j commutes with sheafification in the sense that aj = aj a ≡ j ! a. Hence [6] we showed that aπ q K ∧ N ∧ K is zero for q even, and is isomorphic to a certain sheaf aL if q is odd. The presheaf L can be defined on a connectedétale open U as
* , where Inj U is the profinite (usually finite) set of injective homomorphisms µ ∞ (U )−→µ ∞ C. Here µ ∞ (−) denotes the group of all -power roots of unity, and (−) * denotes Pontrjagin duality. Although L is not quite a sheaf, it has the property
See [6] for more details. We will sometimes write L in place of aL if no confusion can result; thus j ! L can only mean j ! aL. The E 2 -term of the spectral sequence has the form
Our next task is then to compute the groups H p Zink (Y ; L). By Corollary 3.5, these fit into a long exact sequence
.. The second and third terms of this sequence were computed under quite general hypotheses in [6] . Here we obtain
where it is understood that the σ-action on Λ is trivial unless otherwise indicated. NoteLemma 4.5 Let A be a regular noetherian local ring, with residue field k of characteristic p. Let G be a finite p-group, and suppose N is a finitely-generated, A-free A[G]-module. Then N is A[G]-free if and only if N is G-acyclic.
Proof: The case A = k is essentially Theorem 6, p. 112 in [2] . On the other hand, a standard argument using Nakayama's lemma shows that N is A[G]-free if and only if k ⊗ A N is k[G]-free. Thus it remains to show that if N is G-acyclic, so is k ⊗ A N . Now the maximal ideal of A is generated by a regular sequence (a 1 , a 2 , ..., a d N/(a 1 , ..., a j ) is G-acyclic for each j. This completes the proof of the lemma.
We will apply this lemma with A = Λ, G = σ, = 2. Write pdim for the projective dimension of a module. 
It follows that H
is actually characterized by these properties, in the following sense:
Proposition 4.7 Let M be a finitely-generated Λ -module such that
Then there is an extension of Λ -modules
in which N is σ-acyclic and P is Λ-free with trivial σ-action. Furthermore, N is uniquely determined up to isomorphism as Λ -module, and rank Λ P = r.
Proof: We first prove the uniqueness. Extensions of the indicated form are classified by
In fact the homomorphism f : P −→H 1 (σ; M ) classifying the given extension is precisely the coboundary map associated to the above short exact sequence. Choosing a Λ-splitting N = M ⊕ P , the σ-action on N can then be described explicitly as follows: Choose any lift f in the diagram
Then σ(x, y) = (σx +f (y), y). Now suppose that N is σ-acyclic. Then rank Λ P = r is forced. Furthermore, f :
r is surjective. But any two such epimorphisms differ by an automorphism of Λ r , and altering f by an automorphism does not affect the isomorphism class of the associated module N. Hence N is uniquely determined, with σ-module structure given by the formula indicated above. This proves the uniqueness. For the existence, take N = M ⊕ Λ r as Λ-module, with σ-action given by the formula above.
Applying this analysis toK
, we find that it is uniquely determined by Proposition 4.1 and Proposition 4.4. It follows that Proposition 4.7 applies to M ∞ itself as Λ F -module, a fact that seems rather curious. We pause to observe that this can easily be shown directly:
Proof: Consider the Serre spectral sequence inétale homology H * (−; Z 2 ) for the real subring R σ ∞ ⊂ R ∞ . Since H p (R ∞ ; Z 2 ) = 0 for p > 1, there are only two nonvanishing rows and the only possible differential is
when p is odd. Choosing a commmutative square
we see that in fact the spectral sequence collapses. Tate's theorem, on the other hand, shows that for p ≥ 3
if p even and the proposition follows. Now let N ∞ denote the canonical extension of M ∞ as in Proposition 4.7:
We can then summarize the results of Proposition 4.1 through Proposition 4.7 in the following theorem:
is σ-acyclic and has projective dimension at most one as Λ -module.
, and there is a fibre sequence
in which θ arises from a length one free resolution of N ∞ over Λ F .
Since K rel −→LKK rel is a (-1)-cover on completed stalks (by Suslin's theorems), be the homotopy-fibre of α. Of course X only depends on the isomorphism class of (N, h), in the obvious sense.
Here we take N = Λ ⊗ Λ F N ∞ and h = Λ ⊗ Λ F h F , where h F fits into an exact sequence
Here h F is only well-defined up to automorphisms of Λ F r 1 . It is clear from the construction that h is the map induced by δ in the fibre sequence
Putting these remarks together yields:
There is a weak equivalence of 0-connected covers
N ∞ and h is as above.
Finally, we have a complete computation of the topological K-theory:
Theorem 4.12 Let F be any number field, any prime,
Proof: If is odd or F is pure imaginary, this is the main theorem of [3] , amended as in the introduction above to cover the case when = 2 and √ −1 / ∈ F . When = 2 and F has a real embedding, we may replace
The theorem can be deduced from Theorem 4.9 and the fibre sequence
KR alg although this requires checking the compatibility of the appropriate algebraic and topological coboundary maps. Alternatively, it is interesting to computeK * directly from the spectral sequence of [6] , as follows: Let D q denote the presheaf π qK ∧ N ∧ K on Yé t . Then the spectral sequence has
Now for any presheaf D and site morphism j, there is a natural map φ : aj # D−→j * aD. Usually, this map is not an isomorphism, but in our case we have: Lemma 4.13 φ : aj # D q −→j * aD q is an isomorphism.
Proof: If p is a geometric point, p * φ is automatically an isomorphism. Now consider a real point p, and observe that D q and aD q are continuous in the sense that p * j # D q ∼ = D q (R alg ) and similarly for aD q . In the latter case we use the isomorphism aD q ∼ = 0 if q even aL if q odd of [6] . This also proves the lemma for q even, since both groups are zero. For q odd, consider the commutative diagram
and hence the top map is an isomorphism as desired.
Lemma 4.14 The natural map H
Proof: The map in question is the edge homomorphism on the p-axis of the Leray spectral sequence
So we must show the higher direct image sheaves R q j * L vanish, or equivalently that the stalks of the presheaves 
This proves the theorem.
5 Examples
Since there is only one prime over 2 in R ∞ , and (P ic R n ) (2) is known to vanish for all n, we have M ∞ = Λ − as Λ -module. By Theorem 4.1, there is a short exact sequence Example 2. Assume that F has the properties (i) P ic R 0 = 0; and (ii) there is a unique prime over 2 in R ∞ . Standard class field theory arguments then show that P ic R n = 0 for all n ≥ 0, and then Iwasawa theory shows that
r 1 as Λ F -modules, and moreover the canonical extension N ∞ is Λ F -free of rank r 1 + r 2 . As is the case F = Q, this yields a fibre sequence Here the only reason for taking q a prime power (it can even be taken a prime, by Dirichlet's theorem on arithmetic progressions) is so that one can, if desired, arrange that F q a residue field of R. More generally one could take q to be any integer with the stated property, and replace KF q by P 0 F Ψq, where F Ψ q is the fibre of ψ q − 1 : bu−→bu. An interesting point here is that although the homotopy type of (F Ψ q ) ∧ or KF ∧ q definitely depends on the choice of q, the homotopy type of JKR does not. The proof of this claim is not hard; as an example note that JKZ can be defined using KF p with p = ±3 mod 8.
Remark: It is hard to find examples in the literature in which the class groups involved are nonzero and the structure of M ∞ has been explicitly determined. But when M ∞ can be explicitly computed as Λ F -module, these methods will explicitly determine the homotopytype of H · (Y ; K) ∧ .
6 Appendix A: Generalities on sites and hypercohomology
Sites with finite virtual cohomological dimension
Let Φ be a site, E a presheaf of spectra on Φ, U an object of the site. We say that the triple
We write cd (Φ, E) ≤ d if this condition holds for all objects U. We also write cd (Φ, U ) ≤ d if H p (U ; A) = 0 for all p > d and all sheaves A, and cd Φ ≤ d if this last condition holds for all objects U. If is a prime, the notation cd means that the vanishing is only required for -torsion sheaves A.
A site has virtual cohomological dimension at most d, written vcd Φ ≤ d, if for all objects U there exists a covering family {U i −→U } such that cd (Φ, U i ) ≤ d for all i. For example, if Φ is the site associated with a profinite group G, it is easy to see that vcd Φ is the same as the usual vcd G. We define vcd (Φ, E), vcd , etc. in the analogous way.
The main example for the purposes of this paper is to take Φ theétale site of Spec R, where as usual R = O F [1/ ] for a number field F and prime . In this case cd Φ ≤ 2 if either is odd or F is pure imaginary, while cd Φ = ∞ if = 2 and F has a real embedding. But in all cases, clearly vcd Φ ≤ 2, since the extension of R obtained by adjoining √ −1 isétale. The point of this discussion is that for some purposes finite virtual cohomological dimension is sufficient. In particular, it is useful to know when Thomason's hypercohomology construction can serve as a globally fibrant model in Jardine's closed model category. (Thomason's explicit construction makes some proofs easier; furthermore, the only published reference for a number of important results about these spectra is Thomason's paper [13] .)
Proof: A proof in the case cd (Φ, E) < ∞ was written down in [7] , Proposition 3.20. But what the proof actually uses is a uniform bound on cd (Φ, E, U ) for U ranging over a cofinal family of neighborhoods of a fixed point p. Clearly this condition holds under the finite vcd hypothesis.
Completions of hypercohomology spectra, and n-covers
Fix a prime , and let (−)
∧ denote the -adic completion functor on spectra-that is, Bousfield localization with respect to the mod Moore spectrum M. This functor does not commute with filtered colimits or with hypercohomology, so some care is required when applying it to presheaves of spectra. But the fact that M is a finite spectrum tends to alleviate any difficulties. For example, the proof of the following proposition is trivial: Proposition 6.2 Let f : E−→E be a map of presheaves of spectra, and suppose that f induces weak equivalences on completed stalks (not to be confused with the stalks of the pointwise completions): (p * E)
Then for any object U, the induced map
∧ is a weak equivalence.
Proof: In general, a map of -complete spectra is a weak equivalence if and only if it is a weak equivalence after smashing with M. But smash product with a finite spectrum commutes with filtered colimits (hence with stalks) and with hypercohomology. Therefore E ∧ M −→E ∧ M is a stalkwise weak equivalence and
is a pointwise weak equivalence; taking M outside H · completes the proof.
Now call a map of spectra f : X−→Y an n-cover if π k f is an isomorphism for k ≥ n and a monomorphism for k = n − 1. Define stalkwise and pointwise n-covers of presheaves of spectra in the analogous way.
Proof: Let F be the pointwise homotopy fibre of f . Then the homotopy sheaves aπ q F vanish for q ≥ n − 1. The descent spectral sequence for H · F then shows that the homotopy presheaves π q H · F vanish for q ≥ n − 1. Since H · preserves homotopy fibre sequences, this proves the proposition.
We would like an analogue of this proposition for completed hypercohomology, in which the hypothesis is on completed stalks. Unfortunately, smashing with a Moore spectrum converts n-covers to (n + 1)-covers. Getting around this problem seems to require some annoying technical hypotheses, but we do want to avoid losing a dimension. The following additional assumptions will suffice for our purposes. Let M ν denote the mod ν Moore spectrum.
(ii) The torsion subgroups of π n−1 (p * E ) ∧ have an exponent j independent of p.
Proposition 6.4 Suppose that f : E−→E is a completed stalkwise n-cover, in the sense
∧ is an n-cover for all p. Assume further hypotheses (i) and (ii) above.
∧ is a pointwise n-cover.
Proof: The fibre of (
where the indicated cohomology groups are the so-called continuous cohomology groups, defined as the derived functors of the composite lim 0 •Γ(X, −) on inverse systems of sheaves. For q ≥ n, the sheaves aπ q F ∧M ν vanish, as can be seen by checking the stalks. For q = n−1, however, this need not be the case. What we will show is that the inverse system is protrivial, meaning that for each ν there exists ν ≥ ν such that aπ q F ∧ M ν −→aπ q F ∧ M ν is the zero map. Then E p,−q 2 = 0 for q ≥ n − 1, as desired. Now a map of sheaves is zero if and only if the induced map on stalks is zero. So to establish the pro-triviality, it is enough to check that the analogous condition holds uniformly on stalks-that is, for each ν there is a ν such that π q P * F ∧ M ν −→π q P * F ∧ M ν is the zero map for all p. Consider the exact sequence equivalences in Φ. On presheaves f # is just the identity, and we recover the usual descent problem.
A variant of this question asks whether φ is a pointwise weak equivalence after completion and passing to some connective cover. In terms of f # η, the problem is to determine whether the induced map on completed stalks is a connective cover; compare Proposition 6.4. An example occurs in Lemma 3.12.
Mayer-Vietoris sequences on a general site
The material in this subsection is completely standard; nevertheless, it seems worthwhile to include it here, if only to emphasize the simplicity of the construction.
Let Φ be any site with terminal object X. where I(U , U ) denotes the kernel of I(U )−→I(U ), etc. The lefthand vertical map is an isomorphism since I is a sheaf; noting that monomorphisms are stable under base change, it follows from the the lemma that the rows are exact. Replacing I by a resolution I · , the resulting ladder of long exact sequences yields the Mayer-Vietoris sequence by the usual diagram chase.
7 Appendix B: The narrow ideal class group and related invariants
From some points of view, the three most basic number-theoretic invariants of R are the unit group, class group and Brauer group. When F admits a real embedding, however, certain modifications of these invariants have to be taken into account; for the convenience of the reader we review these here. The group of totally positive units R pos is defined by R pos = {α ∈ R × : ν(α) > 0 ∀ν : F −→R}
The so-called narrow ideal class group of R will be denoted N P ic R. To define it, we first recall that the ordinary class group P ic O F is defined by the exact sequence
where Div denotes the group of divisors. As a quotient of the idele group I F , P ic O F = I F /(F × J), where J is the product of all unit groups at all places. Under the isomorphisms of class field theory, it corresponds to the Hilbert classfield; that is, the maximal abelian extension of F unramified at all primes, including the infinite ones. Passing to the quotient P ic R corresponds to the obvious modification of the above exact sequence, to killing off completely the factors in the idele group involving primes over 2, and to the maximal subfield of the Hilbert classfield in which all primes over 2 split completely.
We define N P ic by the similar exact sequence 0−→O The analogue N P ic R fits into the evident analogues of the two exact sequences above, and corresponds to the maximal abelian extension of F that is unramified at all finite primes and in which the primes over 2 split completely. Note that the Z/2-rank of Ker (N P ic R−→P ic R) can be strictly less than the corresponding rank for O F . The point is that although 2 is totally positive, in O F it may split into factors which are not. For example, if F = Q √ m with m = 3 or m = 7, then P ic O F = 0 and N P ic O F = Z/2; here the fundamental units-namely 2 + √ 3 and 8 + √ 7, respectively-are totally positive. But in Q √ 3, 2 = (1 + √ 3)(−1 + √ 3), and since 1 + √ 3 is not totally positive we find N P ic R = 0. By way of contrast, in the case m = 7 we find 2 = (3 + √ 7)(3 − √ 7), and hence N P ic R = Z/2. For lack of a better term, our last invariant will be called the reduced Brauer group Br R. It is defined as the subgroup of Br R consisting of Azumaya algebras that split at the real places. By class field theory there is a short exact sequence where the Q/Z summands are the Brauer groups of the completions of F at primes over 2, while the Z/2 summands are the Brauer groups of the real completions. Hence Br R ∼ = (Q/Z) s−1 .
